
 

 

BestCare Ceiling Mounted Lift System Customization Guide 

In order to best fit the ceiling mounted lift system to your room, it is necessary to measure two adjacent 
walls of the room where you want to install the system. 

 

Measure two adjacent sides of the room 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on these measurements you will be able to select the best fitting rails for your room. 
Maximum coverage available is 23 ft by 23 ft and all setups must be rectangular/square. Minimum 

coverage is 14.1 ft by 8.2 ft.  

Lift setup is comprised of two types of rails. One type of rail is the two rails that are mounted to the 

ceiling on opposite sides; the other type of rail is a traverse beam that goes across the room and 

connects to both ceiling rails. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Measure two adjacent sides of the room 
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All Rail Track Length Options: 

Track  Length 

75mm 2.5m 8.2 ft  

75mm 3.2m 10.5 ft  

75mm 4m 13.12 ft  

75mm 5m  16.40 ft  

75mm 7m 23 ft 

 All Traverse Track Length Options: 

Track Length 

135mm 4.3m 14.1 ft 

135mm 5.5m 18 ft 

135mm 7m 23 ft 

135mm Reinforced 4.3m 14.1 ft 

135mm Reinforced 5.5m 18 ft 

135mm Reinforced 7m 23 ft 

Based on these measurements select the best fitting tracks and traverse. As long as the setup remains the 
same with one of the standard setups and the only thing that is being change is track length, you should 
select all of the parts of the setup besides the tracks and traverse, and select the new tracks and traverse 
that you measured for in the Additional Options section in Buying Options. It is more cost effective to 
have the traverse run along the longer length of the room, and the two rails run along the shorter ceiling 
length.  
Example Setup: 
When configuring a room with the lengths of 18 feet by 17 feet you would select the 18 ft 135 mm traverse 
track for the 18-foot length, and for the shorter 17-foot wall length you would select the 16.4 ft Etrack. 
With this in mind you would then select the Buying Option that you are interested in and select all the 
accessories besides the tracks. So, for example if you were looking for a bedroom setup you would select 
the Bedroom Ceiling Mounted Lift System and select all of these accessories. 

✔️ Bestcare Luna 275kg / Bayonet [SKU#: BC-TL8-03028] 

✔️Pendant/1320mm/ bottom exit [SKU#: BC-TL8-03101] 

✔️Charger/holder / Luna handset [SKU#: BC-TL3-00702] 

✔️BestLift Luna Sbar/strap/275kg [SKU#: BC-TL8-01968] 

✔️End Stop 75mm Track [SKU#: BC-TL6-01132(4)] 

✔️End Covers 75mm Track [SKU#: BC-TL6-01192(2)] 

✔️135MM End Stops [SKU#: BC-TL6-01129(2)] 

✔️135MM End Covers [SKU#: BC-TL6-01190] 

✔️X/Y Cart 75MM T0 135MM Traverse [SKU#: BC-TL6-02046(2)] 

✔️Cart for 135mm Track Bayonet [SKU#: BC-TL6-02003] 

Leaving out: 

❌Track 75mm/3.2M [SKU#: BC-TL6-01023(2)] 

❌135MM 4.3M Traverse Track [SKU#: BC-TL6-01002] 

After you have done this, you will then go to the Additional Options section and select the following 
options. 

✔️ 135MM 5.5M Traverse Track [SKU#: BC-TL6-01003] 

✔️ Track 75mm/5M [SKU#: BC-TL6-01023(2)] 


